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2018 Annual Tourism Performance Overview
2018 marked another year of strong performance for
the global tourism sector with a solid growth of 5.6%
to 1.4 billion in international visitor arrivals. The
remarkable outcome was boosted by favourable
growth in all the regions, led by Africa at 8.0%,
Europe 4.9%, and Asia and the Pacific at 4.4%1.
Global tourism economic impacts accounted for
US$8.8 trillion or 10.4% of the world gross domestic
product (GDP) with 319 million jobs in 20182.
Meanwhile, Pacific tourism receipts3 contributed
US$3.8 billion or 11.1% to the region’s GDP and
generated 131,010 jobs. This reinforced the tourism
sector its role as a driver of economic growth and
employment creation.
Air arrivals (overnight visitors) to the Pacific ACP and
SPTO member countries reached 2.14 million in 2018,
1.6% above 2017. This was boosted by positive growth
in more than 56% of the Pacific destinations. Sea
arrivals, mainly cruise (day visitors) posted 1.02
million. This brings the total visitor arrivals to the
Pacific region to 3.16 million during the year.
By shares, on air arrivals, Fiji led destination,
accounted for 40.7%, French Polynesia 10.1%, Cook
Islands 7.9%, Samoa 7.8%, Papua New Guinea (PNG)
5.7%, New Caledonia 5.6%, Vanuatu 5.4% and Palau
at 5.0%. On total visitor arrivals (both air and cruise),
Fiji led share at 33.1%, New Caledonia followed at
18.1% whilst Vanuatu the third highest at 11.1%.

On shares, tourist arrivals from Australia and New
Zealand continued to dominate at 50.7%. USA
followed at 10.5%, Europe 9.7%, Other Asia 7.7% and
Pacific Islands at 7.1% share.
Leisure tourists maintained supremacy at 64.9% share
whilst visiting friends and relatives (VFR) represented
13.9% and business 12.1%.
Except other, all Pacific sub-regions recorded positive
growth in tourist arrivals, led by Micronesians at 3.5%,
Polynesians 3.3% and Melanesians at 1.2%. On shares,
Melanesians dominated at 58.7% whilst Polynesians at
29.5%.
Aproximately 313.4 million residents in eight
international outbound markets departed for a short
term travel in 2018. This was 3.8% below the 325.9
million departures in 2017, led by China at 14.1%
decline. Subsequently, international outbound residents
departed to eleven (11) PICs dropped by 12.5%.
National tourism budgets in PICs in 2018 reached
US$105.75 million. Of this, National Tourism Offices
budgets mainly for marketing and promotion purposes
accounted for 56.7%.
On the supply side, about 3,029 tourism related
accomodations with 45,121 rooms and 74,590 beds
were recorded in 2018.

Air arrivals by key source markets, aside from other
countries 13.5% surge, Europe, USA and New Zealand
led growth at 11.7%, 8.9% and 4.4%, respectively in
2018.

1

United Nations World Tourism Organisation Barometer, January 2019
World Travel Tourism Council Report, 2019.
3
Visitor direct spending in destinations
2
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Note: The Annual Review of Visitor Arrivals in PICs in the Annual Report 2018 presents a comparative analysis against
2017. Of the eighteen Pacific Island countries, fifteen responded with the required data. The remaining countries
either submitted partial or no data at all.
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Global Tourism Performance, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________

By regions, the Middle East led the way with 10.3% growth in international tourist arrivals in 2018,
followed by Africa at 7.3%. The Asia and Pacific saw 6.1% growth, while Africa posted 5.7% and
the Americas at 2.9%.
Strong growth in international travel from many source markets in these regions fuelled revenue to
reach a total of US$1.6 trillion in 2018, a 4.4% increase from 2017.
Consequently, global tourism contributed US$8.8 trillion or 10.4% of the global GDP with 319
million jobs.
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Tourist Arrivals by Pacific Destinations, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________

Tourist arrivals into the sixteen (16) Pacific ACP and SPTO member countries collectively
hit a new record high of 2.14 million, an increase of 1.6% or 33,542 additional arrivals over
2017.
Among the Pacific top five (5) destinations, French Polynesia and Samoa posted strong
growth in tourist arrivals at 8.8% and 8.1% each in 2018, Cook Islands at 4.6%, Fiji 3.3%
while PNG slumped by 15%
French Polynesia led growth was boosted by the double digit growth in arrivals from it’s top
three source markets USA (+10.1%), France (+18.1%) and Europe (+19.1%).
Growth in Samoa’s tourist arrivals was driven by the destination’s top two source markets,
New Zealand (+13.4%) and Australia (12.6%). Arrivals from Europe (+83.3%), Canada
(+82%) and USA (+34.8%) further attributed to Samoa’s gain.
Increase in tourist arrivals to Fiji, the Pacific largest destination at 40.7% share was aided by
the maximum surge in Japanese arrivals (+87.4%). This was triggered by the direct flights
to Japan in 2018. Growth was also supported by increasing arrivals from France (+24.2%),
India (+13.9%), New Zealand (+7.7%) and USA (+6.0%) markets .
The solid gain in outbound travel demand by residents from New Zealand and Australia
attributed to Cook Islands positive growth in 2018.
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SPTO and ACP Member Countries include American Samoa, Cook Islands, Fiji, FSM, French Polynesia, Kiribati, Marshall
Islands, Nauru, New Caledonia, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor Leste, Tuvalu and
Vanuatu.

Further down the ranking, Pacific destinations enjoying positive growth in 2018 include
Vanuatu (+6.0%), Solomon Islands (+8.4%), Kiribati (+20.5%), Marshall Islands (+12%),
and Tuvalu (+10.2%).
Contrary, declining arrivals were recorded for New Caledonia (-0.3%), Timor Leste
(-4.5%), Palau (-13.4%), and Tonga (-13.0%).
Palau’s contraction was triggered by the significant reducation in arrivals from this
destination’s top two source markets China (-28,6%) and Japan (-13..9%). This resulted
from the reduction in flights from these source markets.
Except for India and Canada, the reduction in arrivals from all Tonga’s source markets dragged
down the visitor arrivals to this destination. This was largely due to the effects of cyclone Gita that
impacted on Tonga’s tourism industry during the year.
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Tourist Arrivals by Pacific Source Markets, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________

In terms of origin markets share, the top five Pacific source markets, Australia (28.9%), New
Zealand (21.8%), United States of America (USA) (10.5%), Europe (9.7%) and Other Asia (7.7%)
generated close to 1.8 million or 79% of the total visitor arrivals to PIC s in 2018.

Australia and New Zealand at 50.7% share were the main generators of arrivals contributing
more than 1 million foreign arrivals into the Pacific region in 2018. Fiji the leading
destination for Australian and New Zealand source markets accounted for shares of 59.1%
and 42.7% each.
Europe, the only top five source market with a double digit growth (+11.7%) was boosted
by increasing visitor arrivals to the Pacific’s leading destinations, French Polynesia
(+18.7%) , Fiji (+7.9%,), Timor Leste (+21%), Cook Islands (10.1%), Vanuatu (+38.8%),
Samoa (83.3%) and Solomon Islands (+33.2%). The solid growth reflected the continued
marketing promotions by PICs in Europe over the years.
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Tourist arrivals to PICs from the remaining source markets of Japan, India and other
countries posted positive growth in 2018. The latter recorded the highest gain at 13.5%.
By contrast, tourist arrivals from China, the Pacific Islands and UK dropped by 10.9%,
3.1%, and 1.8%, respectively.
The double digit slump in tourist arrivals from China was triggered by the drastic fall in
Chinese arrivals to Palau (-28.6%), as a result of reduction in flights to this destination in
2018.
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Tourist Arrivals by Purpose of Visit, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________

64.9% of the tourists who visited the PICs in 2018 were for leisure, 13.9% visiting friends
and relatives (VFR) and 12.1% were for business purposes.
Majority shares of visitor arrivals to individual destinations of Cook Islands (86%), Vanuatu
(79.3%), Fiji (75.7%) and New Caledonia (56%) were for leisure purposes.
Largest proportion of VFR visitors to American Samoa (51.6%). Samoa (44% ), New
Caledonia (21.6%) and Marshalls (16.3%).
PNG ranked the highest interms of business visitor arrivals at 72.3% share of it’s total
arrivals in 2018.
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Cruise Visitor Arrivals by Destinations, 2018

In 2018, cruise arrivals to eleven PICs of American Samoa, Fiji, French Polynesia, Kiribati,
New Caledonia, PNG, Palau, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu reached 1.02
million.
Of the total cruise arrivals, New Caledonia received the highest share at 44.8% to 456,030.
Vanuatu followed at 23% to 234,567, Fiji 18.4% to 187,890, French Polynesia at 4.0%,
PNG 3.4% to 34,180 and American Samoa at 3.1% to 31,615.
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Total Visitor Arrivals (Air and Cruise), 2018
________________________________________________________________________________

Total visitor Arrivals (air and cruise) to PICs in 2018 reached 3.16 million. This marked a
0.6% increase or 18,114 more visitor arrivals from 2017.
In 2018, Fiji accounted for majority of the international visitor arrivals at 33.5% to 1.06
million. New Caledonia, the second highest destination at 18.3% to 576,373 visitor arrivals,
Vanuatu 11.1% to 350,201, French Polynesia 8.2% to 257,464, and Samoa at 5.4% to
172,001.
The other countries accounted for the remaining 23.5% share of which Cook Islands and
PNG accounted for 5.3% and 4.9%, respectively.
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Tourist Arrivals by Pacific Groupings, 2018
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Tourism Outbound Markets, 2018

Source: Australia Bureau of Statistics; Statistics New Zealand; Office of Travel and Tourism Industries, U.S. Department
of Commerce; UK Bureau of Statistics; Korea Tourism Organisation; Department of Statistics, Singapore and Pacific
Asia Travel Association - mPower.
Note: * denotes SPTO Estimates

International departures for a short term travel from eight outbound markets of Australia, New
Zealand, North America, Europe, China, South Korea, Singapore and India reached 241.609
million in 2018 compared to 248.449 million residents in 2017.
The marked 3.8% decline in 2018 was owed to the reduction in international outbound travel
by residents of China (-14.1%), India (-8.6%) and United Kingdom (-6.7%).
Total international departures for a short term travel from outbound markets of Australian,
New Zealand, China, and India to eleven PICs in 2018 reached 1.132 million, 12.5% below
1.293 outbound residents in 2017.
The deceleration was pushed down by the reduction in outbound travellers from Australia,
New Zealand and China over the period.
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Tourism Economic Impact, 2018
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Tourism GDP Contributions, 2018
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Tourism Employment, 2018

The total tourism based direct employment reached an estimated 131,010 in 2018. This
marked a 3.7% gain from revised 126,332 tourism employees in 2017.
Pacific tourism employment contributed 3.6% to the regions total employment in 2018.
Employment share to GDP varies by destinations ranging from 44.8% for Palau to 1% for
Timor Leste.
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Sustainable Tourism Employment Performances, 2018

Sustainable tourism employment across ten international markets of Australia, Canada,
France, Japan, New Zealand, Philipines, South Korea, Taiwan, United Kingdom and the
USA have a relatively high share of female employees at 51% or 13.2 million compared to
male employees of 49% or 10.7 million.
USA represented the highest number of sustainable tourism employees at 42.8% or 10.2
million, of which 52% or 5.3 million were female.
Japan, the second highest recorded 3.9 million employees, of which female accounted for
61% of the Japanese sustainable tourism employment.
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Pacific National Tourism Budget, 2018

In 2018, national tourism budgets reached US$105.75 million. Of this, National Tourism
Offices accounted for 56.7% mainly for tourism marketing and promotion activities.
Donor funding at 30.1% whilst government tourism development budget related represented
the remaining 13.1%, share.
Fiji (US$21.28 million), Samoa (US$19.25 million), Timor Leste (US$18.8 million), Cook
Islands (US$13.56 million) and French Polynesia (US$12.50 million) were the Pacific’s top
five destinations in national tourism funding budget.
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Tourism Accommodations, 2018

The establishments which provided accommodation for international visitors to the Pacific
region can be divided into two broad catergories, hotels, motels and guest houses and other
establishments.
In 2018, a total of 3,029 accommodations in tourism related businesses were recorded with
45,121 rooms and 74,590 beds.
The total capacity consisted of 2,281 hotels,motels, and guest houses and 748 beach fales
and private home accommodations.
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Visitors Average Length of Stay, 2018

The average duration of stay for visitors in the PICS is 11.4 nights.
Visitors from the Marshall Islands recorded the highest average stay of 18.5 nights,
followed by New Caledonia at 17.8 nights and Solomon Islands 15 nights.
The lowest duration of stay of 4.9 nights and 7.9 nights have been recorded from visitors to
Palau and Tonga, respectively.
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Tourism Social Media Reach, 2018

Facebook daily active visitors posted a total of 14,141 likes to SPTO tourism social media
campaigns in 2018. This marked a 2.5% growth from 14,094 SPTO Facebook visitor likes in
2017.
The increase reflected the current level of social networking within the SPTO’s social media
and tourism marketing spectrum.
Facebook visitors from top five countries posted the highest likes in 2018 include India, Fiji,
Australia, USA and PNG.
In terms of twitter, about 2224 visitors were following SPTO social media campaigns in
2017.
The high twitter visitors in 2017 were mainly boosted by SPTO strong campaigns for the year
of sustainable tourism development.
In 2018, another 294 twitter visitors were added to the SPTO 2017 level of twitter followers.
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APPENDIX TABLES – 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
Appendix Table 1
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Appendix Table 2
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4

Appendix 5

DEFINITION AND CONCEPTS
According to the UNWTO, the term ‘tourist’ describes a person visiting a country other than that in
which he/she has his/her usual place of residence for any reason other than following an occupation
remunerated from within the country visited.
The definition covers two categories of tourists, namely,
Tourist:

Tourist staying in the country visited for at least one night and not more than one
year. However, the term ‘tourist’ is also used in the text of this report
interchangeably for better reading but with the same meaning.

Excursionist:Tourist who does not stay overnight in the country visited.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
All sources of statistical information contained in this publication are acknowledged at the foot of
each table – mainly the national statistical offices and national tourism offices.
The source of information for tourist arrival statistics in all member countries is the
E/D(Embarkation/Disembarkation) immigration arrival card. All 18 Pacific Island Countries have
different E/D arrival card containing the required categories of information, which help distinguish
tourists from other passengers and compile statistics according to the internationally accepted
definitions and concepts to facilitate inter-country comparisons.
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